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 Serge Serge MoscoviciMoscovici told me about the Theory told me about the Theory
of Social Representations (SR).of Social Representations (SR).

 In his perspective SR constitute the mostIn his perspective SR constitute the most
important object of study in Socialimportant object of study in Social
PsychologyPsychology

 Consequently, the study of SR couldConsequently, the study of SR could
produce a new organisation of Socialproduce a new organisation of Social
Psychology domains.Psychology domains.

The first time, inThe first time, in
JerusalemJerusalem



Which kind of SocialWhich kind of Social
Psychology are we talkingPsychology are we talking
about?about?

 Three types of social psychologyThree types of social psychology
((MoscoviciMoscovici, 1972: a chapter in the, 1972: a chapter in the
book edited by Israel and book edited by Israel and TajfelTajfel))

–– Why is it worthwhile, still now,Why is it worthwhile, still now,
reading that important chapter?reading that important chapter?



 The triadic model (Subject-Alter-Object) shouldThe triadic model (Subject-Alter-Object) should
take the place of the traditional one, based on thetake the place of the traditional one, based on the
relation Subject-Object.relation Subject-Object.

 IvanaIvana  MarkovaMarkova (2001, 2003): the theory of SR (2001, 2003): the theory of SR
belongs to an ensemble of theoretical approachesbelongs to an ensemble of theoretical approaches
rooted in a dialogical epistemologyrooted in a dialogical epistemology

 This epistemology entails a co-constructivistThis epistemology entails a co-constructivist
research method.research method.

The Subject - Alter -The Subject - Alter -
Object modelObject model



Antinomies and Antinomies and ThemataThemata

 Holton (1975) and the notion of Holton (1975) and the notion of ThemataThemata..
All antinomies can become All antinomies can become ThemataThemata..

 Understanding Understanding ThemataThemata and generating SR and generating SR

 SR, dialogical model and the communicationSR, dialogical model and the communication
processes: renewing perspectives in Socialprocesses: renewing perspectives in Social
PsychologyPsychology



The importance ofThe importance of
common sensecommon sense

 Scientific knowledge and common senseScientific knowledge and common sense
knowledge.knowledge.

 Common sense as social science.Common sense as social science.

 A new approach to the study ofA new approach to the study of
attitudes, stereotypes and prejudice.attitudes, stereotypes and prejudice.



DoiseDoise and the research of and the research of
SR: the three phases modelSR: the three phases model

 TheThe Genève Genève School and the study of SR: School and the study of SR:
theoretical and methodologicaltheoretical and methodological
combinationcombination

 The three phases model: it origins andThe three phases model: it origins and
its application to the research on Humanits application to the research on Human
Rights.Rights.



 Is the three phases approach compatible withIs the three phases approach compatible with
a dialogical epistemology?a dialogical epistemology?

 Dialectical relation between the central coreDialectical relation between the central core
model (modelmodel (model du noyau du noyau central) approach, central) approach,
and the one of organising principles?and the one of organising principles?

Reciprocal compatibility ofReciprocal compatibility of
different research modelsdifferent research models



The futureThe future

 Which is the future for the SR TheoryWhich is the future for the SR Theory
and Social Psychology as a scientificand Social Psychology as a scientific
discipline?discipline?

 There are a lot of things to do and a lotThere are a lot of things to do and a lot
of research to imagine for developing aof research to imagine for developing a
new Social Psychology suitable for thenew Social Psychology suitable for the
urgent issues of the XXI century.urgent issues of the XXI century.
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